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CHAPTER 1
When (Post)coloniality Meets Transnationalism
Cultural anthropologist and critic Raymond Williams argues that all communities have some shared culture and that "culture is [in the] ordinary" instead of
being possessed by the educated few and stressed the nonstop expansion of culture with new lived experiences from all socioeconomic strata ("Culmre" 5). Culture is not a fixed factor to a location (e.g., nationality, gender, race, ethnicity,
class, religion); it is in constant motion as an active creature reinventing and multiplying itself through power-laden communication. It evolves even faster in the
current era referred to by Appadurai as "deterritorialization" culminated in
colonies' independence after the Second World War ("Global" 192).
In his groundbreaking work Orientalism, Said decontexmalized the discourse
of Orientalist scholarship that has been authorized and legitimized for centuries
as representing the "East" without problematizing the central position of the
"West." Said comments on an observation of Vico that "men make their own history, that what they can know is what they have made, and extend it to geography: as both geographical and culmral entities" (5). The colonial relations imbued
with unequal exchange demand to be the foreground in all cultural knowledge
and representations at both individual and instimtional levels. For example, a
British trader's accounts of Egypt were under sheer lopsided power relations in
which his visit was to "one of the British colonies" instead of simply to "Egypt"
(Said, Orientalism).
Culmral differences are produced and maintained in numerous relations as
spaces and places are. Spaces such as nation-states are made and organized hierarchically through historical agency within the parameter of unbalanced power
interactions. They are imagined, contested, and enforced through processes in
which multiple sociopolitical structures are implicated. In the de-territorialized
age, the ways in which people "confound or reinforce the established spatial orders either through physical movement or through their own conceptual and political acts of re-imagination" are central for any research on people's dynamic
acts of cultivating, identifying, and communicating processes (Gupta and Ferguson 17). This is especially true considering that the legacy of colonialism continues to affect all human relations. Taiwanese and Chinese transnationalists
inhabited on the border of El Paso and Juarez formed various relationships
through their traveling under the parameter of colonial and imperial power
nexuses. Critical culmral ethnographer Rosaldo contends that borderlines should
no longer be perceived as "analytically empty transitional zones," but instead as
"creative culmral production that requires investigation" (Culture and Truth 208).
Being interested in learning culmral practices and identity negotiations in the current globalized world, I perceive all cultural knowledge as something embedded
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with deeply rooted significance and created with various forces driving people's
emotions and actions. This book unpacks various ways in which these culturing
processes are accomplished by a Chinese community traveling and dwelling on
the U.S.-Mexico borderlands.

A TALEOF CULTURE:FROMWISDOM KEEPER
TO INTERACTIVEPLAYER
Anthropologist Clifford Geertz described culture as something that "denotes
a historically transmitted pattern of meanings embodied in symbols, a system of
inherited conceptions expressed in symbolic forms by means of which men [sic]
communicate, perpetuate, and develop their knowledge about and attitudes toward life" (The Interpretation89). Communication scholar Philipsen explains that
culture is "socially constructed and historically transmitted .... [And] like all socially constructed inheritances, individuals do not choose the cultures to which
they are initially exposed" (Speaking8). In other words, cultural meanings are created symbolically and learned communicatively one generation after another.
The complex yet systematic order of culture is illustrated in Geertz's famous analogy of culture as "webs of significance" spun by people whom in turn are tangled
within (5). Hence, the task of those who strive to understand culture is to determine the social ground and import of these social events humans orchestrate.
These valuable insights view culture as the deeply learned meanings and acts instead of as something autochthonously innate.
Culture has been approached from various perspectives and given myriads of
definitions. After the Second World War, research on intercultural communication focused on translating abstract anthropological concepts to provide utilitarian skills and facilitate agents in international arenas of business, technology
development, and foreign affairs (Leeds-Hurwitz, "Notes"; Moon, "Thinking").
Moon traced how the understanding of culture has changed in intercultural communication scholarship. She notes that with the social issues actively discussed
in the United States during the 1970s, culture was often defined "in terms of
gender, race, and social-class identities" and cultural researchers aimed to unpack culture as "unproblematically shared" within groups based on these identifications (14). With the new leadership of the United States and the United
Kingdom in world politics during the 1980s, culture became synonymous with
nationality. In the wake of this mentality, intercultural communication researchers strove to provide knowledge for bettering interpersonal interaction between individuals from different national backgrounds. Equating nationality and
culture has drawn the attention of critical intercultural scholars who express caution about the perilous overgeneralization of heterogeneous and complex com-
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position of groups within any geographic confinement, as well as across the increasingly fluid boundaries of nation-states. 1
As it would be appalling to claim a cultural essence being shared and represented by all individuals within man-made national boundaries, it would be extreme to claim that no cultural realities are shared within a space. Culture and
communication constitute one another. Gonzalez, Houston, and Chen explain
culture as "an idea that is creating and being recreated symbolically" (5). This
process of creation is public, for cultural meanings are publicly shared. The idea
of culture as continuously renewing itself and being renewed for and by the collective is in concordance with Said's exposition.
In time, culture comes to be associated, often aggressively,with the nation or the state;
this differentiates "us" from "them," almost always with some degree of xenophobia.
Culture in this sense is a source of identity, and a rather combative one at that, as we see
in recent "returns" to culture and tradition. These "returns" accompany rigorous codes
of intellectual and moral behavior that are opposed to the permissiveness associated with
such relatively liberal philosophies as multiculturalism and hybridity. (Culture and Imperialismxiii)

Said further argues that there has been "a gathering awareness nearly everywhere
of the lines between cultures" and such dividing space not only allows us to discriminate based on cultures but also enables "us to see the extent to which cultures are humanly made structures of both authority and participation,
benevolent in what they include, incorporate, and validate, less benevolent in
what they exclude and demote" (15, emphasis in original). Being man-made, culture does not deny its force in demarcating boundaries and hierarchies between
selves and Other (Abu-Lughod). Communal solidarities, at times extreme atavism
within groups, and hostility against outsiders could simultaneously co-exist and
be communicated in the name of cultural identifying and differentiating.
Said's remark on culture as an ideology of possibilities to connect and divide is shared in the communication field. Culture, as critical scholars Martin
and Nakayama explain, is at times shared understandings, learned patterns, and
power-laden "site of struggle for contested meanings" (Intercultural Communication in Contexts 85; see also Moon, "Thinking"). Martin and Nakayama write that
"[c}ulture is not just a variable, nor benignly socially constructed, bur a site of
struggle" where "authentic" cultural meanings and dominant ideologies are contended over by various interests groups ("Thinking Dialectically" 8). There are always some overlapping cultural realities coexisting with differences to some
degree. Cultural understanding is partial and culture as a site of struggles can
only be comprehended when multiple group identifications and their intersections are attended to in the research (Collier, Intercultural Alliances). Research
that aspires to complex cultural understanding is advanced when it recognizes the
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competing and contradicting ways in which our cultural senses are constructed
and, in turn, constructing our senses of realities.
Cultural analyses, as Conquergood states, must be a process-centered way of
knowing culture, and in that, researchers such as ethnographers should attend to
the "irreducible and evanescent dynamics of social life" through listening and
performing cultural meanings instead of pinning down abstract concepts ("Review" 83). He further encourages researchers to view culture as, instead of a noun,
an active verb by explaining that "cultures and persons are more than just created;
they are creative" (83; "Rethinking"). Similarly, Rosaldo illustrates how culture
could be envisioned as never starting/stopping conversations that constantly
evolve in structures and with agency that humans, as conversers, inevitably contribute to (Culture and Truth). He stresses the value in "processualanalysis"to comprehend the messiness and dynamic process of cultural formation replete with
interplay of socioeconomic inequalities, cultural differences, and political struggles (92, emphasis in original).
In commenting on how culture is understood through learning with and
from "informants" as local interlocutors in the community, Clifford points out
that ethnographers are not the only travelers. Many "informants" as "natives"
themselves, similar to the traveling ethnographer, are becoming cosmopolitan
with their own " 'ethnographic' proclivities and interesting histories of travel"
("Traveling" 97). As more individuals are becoming more mobile and including
more worldly cultural views, Clifford notes the import "to rethink cultures as
sites of dwelling and travel, [and] to take travel knowledges seriously" (105, emphasis in original). Traveling is conceptualized from two aspects. One is the literal movement in which travelers, some being more materially privileged than the
others, move into cultures under "strong cultural, [historical,] political, and economic compulsions" (108). They enact and interconnect different cultural lives
in their leaving and returning home. Their traveling stories are complex, for each
has different positionalities and motivations to travel. Further, travel also refers
to "forces that pass powerfully through-television, radio, tourists, commodities,
armies" to those who dwell in the local environment (Clifford 103, emphasis in
original). In this regard, travel "denotes a range of material, spatial practices that
produce knowledges, stories, traditions, comportments, music, books, dairies ...
and other cultural expressions" (108). These two ways of conceptualizing travel
serve as a critical lens in understanding culture and identity as an active dynamic
process with sundry influences due to increasing yet ill-distributed mobility and
technologies.
Critical communication scholars Drzewiecka and Wong have furthered Clifford's "culture as travel" concept and proposed to view culture as culturing to emphasize its dynamic process where individuals, communities, commodities, and
practices are experienced in traveling. Human beings as culturing beings never
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cease to negotiate meanings and adjust to new living conditions (Rodriguez). Examining the processual culturing, which includes one's "traveling-in-dwelling and
dwelling-in-traveling" in this interconnected world, one's understanding of culture and self may be, as Clifford writes, "more polythetic ... like a habitus, a set
of practices and dispositions, parts of which could be remembered, articulated
in specific contexts" ("Traveling" 115). It is through active traveling across time
and space that cultural views are continuously strategized and negotiated in quotidian lives.

A TALEABOUT MODERN PLACE:FROMCOLONIALSPACE
MAKINGTO POSTCOLONIALDE-CENTERING
To unpack the process of culturing experienced through traveling and
dwelling in between places, one cannot assume that geographic locations are neutral entities naturally existing without human interferences. Rather, they are bestowed with identities constructed by people in the nexuses of unequal relations.
Gupta and Ferguson stress that
By always foregrounding the spatial distribution of hierarchical power relations, we can
better understand the process whereby a space achieves a distinctive identity as a place.
Keeping in mind that notions of locality or community refer both to a demarcated physical space and to clusters of interactions, we can see that the identity of a place emerges
by the intersection of its specific involvement in a system of hierarchically organized
spaces with its cultural construction of a community or locality. (8, emphasis in original)

The making of places is an interactive process in which power relations are
always involved in the formation of spatial identities. For example, modernity
has been associated with the place called "the West" and such a connection "gives
modern geography its order, an order centered upon Europe" (T. Mitchell 26).
After the Second World War, globalization carried with its predominant forces
sweeping from the "modern" nations to the others in the name of civilization and
development (Bruner; Dirlik, "Contemporary"; Massey, "Imagining"; T. Mitchell;
Verhelst). The story of globalization is (re)told from the European-centered
modernity, and such a unidirectional story naturalizes and stabilizes the seemingly causal relations between "Modern"/time and "West"/space. The West is
constructed as a temporal object as much as a spatial one. That is, in this singular story, modernity is designated to the place labeled as "the West/the First
World," by the West as well as for the West. The non-West is relegated to the
marginal regions whose temporal and spatial movement has to follow and be defined by the "West's uniform" (T. Mitchell, 7). Said contends that knowledge
produced by the Western institutions is materialized in "the relationship between
Occident and Orient [which is one] of power, of domination, of varying degrees
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of complex hegemony ... [in which) the Orient was Orientalized ... because it
could be ... made Oriental" (Orientalism 5-6, emphasis in original). Based on the
Orientalism archive of institutionalized knowledge on the "East," the identity of
the place called "Europe" was created. Furthermore it was made superior in comparison with all the non-European peoples and cultures. Such a construction of
the European identity grants it the "flexible positional superiority," the upper
hand in all relations with the Orient in producing and perpetuating more coherent and essential traits assigned to the Orient (7, emphasis in original). Asymmetrical relations between geographic locations such as the East and the West are
imaged and produced with the assistance of power-laden discourse production
that brings material consequences.
Said argues that the systematic research on the Orient was buttressed by a will
to create geographic division between the superior West and the inferior East,
which "elides the Orient's differencewith its weakness" (Orientalism 204, emphasis
added). Western intellects based their Eurocentric knowledge on human history
according to the racist belief in "the cultural-racial categories of savagery, barbarism and civilization" (Young 38). They emphasized the ahistorical interlinking between locality of a place/nation-state and its people's culture "accordingto
the situation of the place, the circumstancesand occasionsof the times, and the nature or
generatedcharacterof the people" (Young 38, emphasis in original). In so doing,
they on the one hand conflated culture and nation through homogenizing geographical location, race, tradition, and language usage. On the other hand, they
labeled themselves as cultural developers for cultivating and civilizing the Other,
their antithesis, in different regions of the world "within a linear, hierarchical,
progressivist notion of [culture or) civilization" (Young 46).
The discourse of Orientalism impacts people from both the West and the
East. One consequence of this impact is the production of Orientalists as native
informants who often received education in the United States and continued to
disseminate Orientalism in the service of the Western mainstream ideology based
on Modernity, Progress, and Civilization. As Said explicates, the pervasive cultural dominance of the West is interlinked with sheer economic repression and
Oriental consent. Such a phenomenon is revealed in the lack of research on the
imperial dominance itself as well as the astonishing phenomenon of standardized
cultural tastes for the booming consumerism in the East. In other words, "the
modern Orient, in short, participates in its own Orientalizing" (Orientalism 325).
Further, the oppositional values designated to the West and East remain at work
even in the early part of the twenty-first century. JanMohamed has illustrated
how the Manichean allegory is enacted in colonial writings to create oppositional
stereotypes. European colonizers/master are given positive traits (i.e., civilized, intelligent, moral, rational) while their colonized/slaves as the Other are their antithesis (i.e., fecund, emotional, backwards, evil). These conflated characters are
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stabilized. With Manichean allegory at work, groups in unbalanced power relations are posed in hierarchically opposite spaces out of economic and political
motives. The product of social and cultural differences is presented as characteristics naturally inherent to their race.
Geographical space is not innocent nor is it a fixed essence. Rather, it is constituted in multiple, oftentimes contradictory, cultural stories (Grossberg, "The
Space"; Massey "A Place Called," "Spaces"; Foucault, "Of Other Spaces"). Timothy Mitchell has argued that the story of modernization is preoccupied with
colonial discourse that centers Europe and the United States as the start and finish of civilization. He further criticizes that such an unquestioned fiction on
racial, cultural, and social identities in the making of spaces appropriated various
forms of exploitations on raw materials, labor forces, and creation of national
debts, which lay the beginning of the modern West. In failing to contest colonization and oppression in the story of modernization and globalization, the homogenous view of the West and its inferior Other maintains a legitimate illusion
of neutrality.
The prevalent understanding of a geographical location is confined to a nation-state consistent with a linear projection of modernity, progression, and globalization (see also Massey, "Spaces"; McKerrow). Such a construct has sparked
much interdisciplinary discussions (Drzewiecka and Nakayama; Gupta and Ferguson; Massey, "A Place Called Home," "Places"; T. Mitchell; Jandt and Tanno;
Ono, "Problematizing"). Critical scholars admonish this imperative and contest
the intact notion of contained, static, and homogenous geographic places.
Boundaries are always shifting. They are abrupt and polyvocal in the unequal
global power nexus. The dominant thought on the "natural and neutral" relations between a place/nation-state, its cultural group, and its development is in
need of careful examination due to its elision of the intricate complexity between
"physical phenomena, social practices, and symbolic ideas" (Bennett, Grossberg,
and Morris 331; Gupta and Ferguson; Massey, "Places," "Imagining"). In the current high volume of global interactions, the traditional center-periphery trope is
no longer adequate in the current study of cultures and peoples. Rouse notes
the contradictions and displacement of the Mexican community of Aguililla in
Michoacan and Redwood City in California in relation to the narrative of
transnational economic development (i.e., "First" versus "Third" Worlds). His social landscape of diasporan subjectivities in the postmodern world depicted the
impossibility of viewing "center/First World" versus "periphery/Third World" as
oppositional boundaries that communities are contained within. Extreme
poverty exists in the currently so-called First World societies as elite cosmopolitans live and work in the "Third World." In discussing transnational (im)migrations, it is imperative to view such (im)mobility as "cultural issues surrounding
the mapping of otherness onto space" (Gupta and Ferguson 20). The questions
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of how spaces are (re)made into places with particular identities at the particularly historical (dis)juncture are at heart of understanding cultural practices and
ideologies embodied by various communities.

DISPERSEDGROUPS WITH DIVERSESTORIES
After movements of decolonialization in the twentieth century, the term
"post-colonial" was adopted to describe the current world condition in which
classic colonialism is no longer legitimate (S. Hall, "When Was"). However, it
has been argued that the internal colonizing conditions where marginalized
groups with marked identities are disadvantaged and subjugated to the majority
ruling group nation-states remain prevalent (Anzaldua, Making; hooks; Moraga
and Anzaldua; Trinh, Woman).The legacy of colonialism such as imperial knowledge (e.g., Orientalism and Manichean allegory) and sociopolitical, economic,
and cultural practices carries significant impact on the relationships between the
former colonized and colonial groups to this day (Collier, "Context"; Mishra and
Hodge).
With the view of colonial and post-colonial conditions as temporally and
spatially fluid, overlapping, and impossible to be divided into two separate
eras/areas in mind, I employ the term "postcolonial" to describe the world's condition penetrated by globalization. That is, forms of cultural imperialism and
dominance, aggregated and deepened, by new technologies and communicative
media, continue in today's world of "postcolonial era" even though former geographic boundaries have been (re)drawn. Many of these unequal power-relations
are corporally experienced in the current world imbued with movements and interactions in particular directions and patterns (e.g., the South moves toward
North; capital holders employ cheap laborers; elites move from former colonized
nations to metropolis centers).
There have always been interactions and social systems extending its influence in all parts of the world prior to the twentieth century. However, it was not
until the mid-twentieth century where globalization was made into a topic of government policy promoting a free and deregulated market; limited governmental
provision in social affairs; and virtually no interference in transnational corporations under discourse of neo-liberal capitalism (Bennett, Grossberg, and Morris; Ong, Neoliberalism;K. Mitchell). The encouragement on consumerism creates
constant transnational flows of people, ideologies, cultural goods, practices, and
commodities where the nation-state territories became de-territorialized, which
may be viewed as "an interdependent world marked by borrowing and lending
across porous national and cultural boundaries that are saturated with [communication as well as] inequality, power, and domination [imposed on regulating certain bodies/products]" (Rosaldo, Culture 217). Borderlands such as that of El
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Paso/Juarez became a preeminent milieu demonstrating Appadurai's theory on
the "global cultural flow" ("Disjuncture" 6).
Appadurai used five "scapes"-ethnoscape,
technoscape, finanscape,
ideoscape, and mediascape-to capture the mobility and fluidity of global interactive relationships. These relationships cannot be taken as neutrally given;
rather, they need to be understood in the historical, linguistic, and political situatedness where multiple actors such as nation-states, multinational institutes,
and diasporic communities are at constant motion and interaction. Under the
de-territorialized era in which capital shifts in international terrain, technology
produces new consumer needs, and governmental policies on regulating bodies
change rapidly, the traditional transcendental nation-state boundaries and identities provide little help in comprehending the governmental strategies or in people's "intensified sense of criticism" on recent (im)migrants generated from
conditions such as dispersed populations that move to various sectors of relatively wealthy societies (Appadurai, "Global" 193).
Globalization as lived experiences is "a processof negotiation [or) hybridization" through transnational contacts (Bennett, Grossberg and Morris 149, emphasis added). High-volume flows of people, commodities, and technologies
create intermixing cultural ideologies, practices, and diasporic communities. Diaspora originally refers to the specific Jewish experiences as an exiled and dispersed people longing for a homeland to return to (Clifford, "Diasporas"; Cohen;
Safran). Being forced to leave their home nation, diasporic groups experience
isolation and alienation in the host society by which they feel they cannot be
fully accepted.
Diasporic groups commit to keep their original homeland safe and prosperous while maintaining cultural practices and values in the host nation (Halualani). As Drzewiecka and Halualani point out:
Deterricorialized dispersed groups carry with them practices and memories that mix and
fuse with, or contest, new local ways of life. When dispersed but differentiating and
changing groups maintain their identification through established cultural, ethnic, and
national labels, the referents of these labels are not uniform but fluid and heterogeneous.
Thus, diasporas participate in translocal and dynamic processes of cultural recreation and
reinvention. Simultaneously, however, the turning towards the diaspora reinforces the
nation-state as principal political and cultural units. (346-347)

Diasporic groups are positioned in between the "triangular relationship" among
"the diaspora, the homeland, and the host society" (Safran 92). They are simultaneously present in more than one space and time in which the cultural practices, identities, ideologies, and capital flows are intricately connected and
transfigured. Through being "here" as well as "there," diasporan subjectivities
are always in the making and remaking, as Hall asserts that "[d]iaspora identities
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are those which are constantly producing and reproducing themselves anew,
through transformation and difference" ("Cultural Identity" 120). Diasporic
groups often challenge the idea of a fixed and essentialized subjectivity via traveling back and forth in between multiple fragmented worlds, while at the same
time, they may strive to maintain or reinforce the "authentic" cultural-national
traditions.
As new generations and groups arriving at the host land, diasporic groups
face new dilemmas in negotiating the "authentic" way of being and living to
maintain their cultural traditions and that of the practices in the host nation in
order to be accepted. Wong unpacks the complexity and heterogeneous cultural,
socioeconomic and political agendas played out in the group (self-)identified as
"Chinese Americans." That is, the assumed Confucius practices and beliefs are
preserved by the older generation of Chinese immigrants in the United States
while less embodied by some of the wealthier newcomers as cosmopolitans from
metropolises in Asia. Hegde delineates "hybridization of cultural forms" practiced by diasporic groups from India performing rituals such as religious ceremonies or wedding celebrations in U.S. cities ("Hybrid Revivals" 156). Diasporic
identity is not a position of disadvantage where dislocated groups are stuck in either one of the identifications (i.e., homeland versus host society), particularly
after generations of being dispersed, forced or volunteered alike. As Gilroy's example of the Black Atlantic diasporic experiences has demonstrated, rooting and
routing African cultural practices and identifications are in constant transformation and renewal. The multiple meanings of being black creolized and hybridized as myriads of experiences that transgress geographical boundaries and
represents in the dynamic expressions in art, music, language, and traditions
under the interconnected historical "African Diasporic" condition.

IDENTITYAND TRANSNATIONALBORDER CROSSING
Identity invokes a sense of belongingness and sameness that excludes the different whether it is based on race, ethnicity, gender, class, sexuality, nationality,
or even particular lifestyle and tastes. It is an active process of sorting out elements for unity and coherence. Although such a perspective may easily fall into
the trap of essentialism in which differences are radically homogenized and polarized, the crucial element of "points of sameness at certain time and condition" in doing identity needs to be kept in mind (Hall, "Old and New"). As
Tanno and Gonzalez explain, "identity is about the 'I' and the 'we.' It is about
the rituals and rules, the idioms and ideologies, and the languages and experiences of the multiple 'I's' and 'we's' " (3). Through active communicative practices, the relation with collective individuals for a sense of belongingness is
continuously negotiated and culminated.
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Cultural critic Stuart Hall conceptualizes identities as positions being constantly disarticulated, articulated, and rearticulated. Such a perspective avoids
the pitfall of reducing the complexity of cultural identities formation to essentially
fixated social positions such as one's class or religion. The concept of articulation
facilitates the understanding of identities as ideologies being strategically connected with various social forces at certain historical moments where multiple interests are involved. Our identities are the constant process of (non)necessary
(dis)articulations through positioning ourselves under different historical-social
forces. As Hall writes, "[c]ultural identities are the points of identification, the
unstable points of identification or suture, which are made, within the discourses
of history and culture. Not an essence but a positioning"("Cultural Identity" 113,
emphasis added). This process of positioning is crucial in Hall's theory of
articulation as Slack explains how "articulation is not just a thing (not just a
connection) but a process of creating connections" (114, emphasis added). The
seemingly unified identity is not the connection between two different elements.
It is rather the continuous strategic linking with and separating from certain
ideologies and practices under particular motivations. Hall illustrates it with the
concept of the "doubleness" of "is and is not" as a way of resisting the stable binary
opposition of same/difference and us/them, for "at different places, times, in
relation to different questions, the boundaries are re-sited" (114, emphasis in
original).
Communication scholars have approached (re)searching identity formation
as something strategic, fluid, plural, intersected, contradictory, and highly
volatile. 2 Collier critically traced her negotiations of academic identity as new insights and experiences being struggled for and gained ("Researching"). Bi-ethnic
and multiple cultural identity constructions performed through daily ritual practices or interactions are to be critically understood through historicizing diasporic groups (K. Chen, "Post"; Hedge; Nakayama, "Dis/Orienting"; K. Wong;
Yep). Through deconstructing the rhetoric of (anti)colonial and patriarchic discourses imposed on Chinese women's bodies and naming practices, Lee illustrates the insidious violence and competing power on claiming Chinese women's
identities ("In the Names," "Patriotic"). Lee, Chung, Hertel, and Wang insist on
centralizing and contextualizing historical and socio-economic differences and
similarities in cross-cultural interpersonal interactions. Flores articulates how the
act of reclaiming a space called "home" in the Chicanas movement provided this
marginalized group a collective sense of belongingness ("Creating"). These are a
few exemplars in which the complexity of identity construction is contextualized
and interrogated at various locations.
Movements and contacts generate opportunities for cultural imbrications
and hybridization such as consciousness of being diasporic and in-between (Anzaldua, Borderlands;Bhabha, "Cultures," The Location; Hall "Old and New," "Cul-
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tural Identity," "New Ethnicities"; Pratt, "Arts," "Transculturation"). The word
"hybrid" was originated in the nineteenth century and had strong biological and
botanical associations related to fertility (Young 6). As Young writes, "[a] hybrid
is a cross between two species ... a mulatto: miscegenation and amalgamation ....
into a mongrel breed ... [a] hybrid race" (8-9, 17). It has since developed cultural
and social meanings with Bakhtin's "linguistic model of hybridity ... [which] delineates the way in which language ... can be double-voiced ... Hybridization is to
describe the ability of one voice to ironize and unmask the other within the same
utterance" (Young 20-21). That is, words frequently belong to two languages,
two belief systems, two meanings, two accents, and two contradictories as hybrids
that are ambiguous, subversive, and conflicting. Languages as intentionally and
unintentionally hybrids provide agency to uncover the unified authoritative
meaning as well as to breed for creating new forms and content.
Bhabha incorporates Bakhtin's double-voiced hybridization to describe the
intermediate moments and interstices as a "space of enunciation" for negotiation between actors in unequal power relations ("Culture's" 58). Hybridity, according to Bhabha, may be conceptualized as "a difference 'within,' a subject that
inhabits the rim of an 'in-between' reality" (Locationl3). Hybridization is a strategy refusing to accept the totalizing binary relations between the dominated and
the dominant. Bhabha describes "strategies of hybridization" a survival means
gaining the subjugated an" 'interstitial' agency" to engage in a dialogue with the
authoritative discourse as hybrid agents ("Culture's" 58). With the subversive
power as a camouflaged mimic man, a hybrid agent who is a "subjectof a difference
that is almost the same, but not quite" translates cultural knowledge transnationally.
In the process of subversive translations, cultural differences are not only recognized as equal under celebrative multiculturalism, but also genuinely respected
with particular historical and temporal memory (Bhabha, Location 86). Recognizing "the process of identity constituted by historically sedimentation," Bhabha
enacts hybridity as an interstitial space in which the univocal, disclosed narration is mimicked and subverted by cultural hybrids. In a treacherous power relation, the cultural hybrid acts as the master's double who constantly negotiates and
translates the performative narratives replete with ordinary people's quotidian
resistance. Cultural hybridizaiton is a survival, subverting, and resisting strategy
when the hegemonic attempts to homogenize, harmonize, and totalize experiences are prevalent.
Thus far, cultural identification is approached as a subversive empowering
tactic of translating and negotiating cultural differences through "cultural hybridization" (Bhabha, "Culture's" 54). It is also perceived as a transformative
process of (dis)articulating various positionings in temporal and spatial (re)locations, which results in "the process of unsettling, recombination, hybridization,
and 'cut-and-mix'-in short, the process of cultural diaspora-ization"as Hall de-
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scribes ("New Ethnicities" 447). Any attempt to discuss cultural identity therefore
must be an incoherent account, for it is a partial, cultural translation of fragmentation, hybridization, and contradictions. Chicana feminist Gloria Anzaldua's work Borderlands/LaFrontera:The New Mestiza offers yet another powerful
theoretical and analytical lens in capturing fluid and contested identity formation
processes.
Describing the scene on the U.S.-Mexican border as "una herida abierta [an
open wound) where the Third World grates against the first and bleeds," Anzaldua asserts the legitimacy of Chicano/ as' right to the land even under current
militant patrol of the "unnatural boundary" (Borderlands3). The man-made U.S.Mexico border is a space imbued with transcultural interactions under imperialistic relations. It is also a space that is "in a constant state of transition" and
labeled by white Anglos as a location for the transgressed, the alien, and the outlawed. Such a space has nurtured a new hybrid and cosmic race known as the
mestizos inhabited in Central and South America through intermarriages
(Anzaldua, Borderlands 5). On their stolen land resulted in the Treaty of
Guadalupe-Hidalgo in 1848, mestizos have since experienced hostility, discrimination, aggression, violence, exclusion, oppression, and exploitation. Anzaldua
expresses her experiences of being belittled, excluded, oppressed, exploited-Othered as a brown-skinned agent speaking in multiple languages. She thus calls for
the new mestiza consciousness in la raza that has survived and continues to thrive
as inhabitants in at least two cultural worlds and constantly crosses boundaries
as multi-tongued translators.
Border is envisioned in Anzald(ia's work as more than a confinement. It is
where complex and sophisticated identities are intermixed and cultivated. The arbitrary division cannot separate thousands of years of shared history, culture,
and memory. Nor can it deny Chicano/ as or Mexitanano/ as as equal and legitimate on their stolen land. Chicano/as in the United States and Mexico have
been reclaiming their homeland through artistic and political expressions as ways
of performing new mestiza consciousness as Anzaldua claims "nothing happens in
the 'real' world unless it first happens in the images in our heads" (Borderlands87).
By remembering, reflecting, and reenacting the historical and present memories,
the U.S.-Mexico borderlands serve as a space where resistance and plurality is
bred to reclaim the dignity and identities of the marginalized (Alarcon; Carrillo;
Flores, "Constructing"; Gutierrez; Moraga; Quintanales; Rosaldo Culture and
Truth; Valerio).
As a space of multiplicity, any authentic and transparent cultural self is
challenged as Rosaldo describes how cultural agents on the borderlands are constantly involved in "creative processes of transculturation [that] center themselves
along literal and figurative borders where the 'person' is crisscrossed by multiple
identities" (Culture 216). Borderlands are not simply a place fixed between stable
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unities such as nations, cultures, or societies. They are an interstitial zone of displacement and deterritorialization imbued with, at times, incommensurable contradictions that shape the cultural identities of the hybridized agents. The
discussed concepts of cultural hybridizing, border crossing, and positions articulating appeal to approaching identity crafting from a historical, political, and
communicative perspective. The marginalized are able to question the imperialist and colonialist notion of purity and assert their voices through subversive intermixing and interrelating to the taken-for-granted center.
No one is innocent or excluded from the machine in which power constantly
centers and regenerates itself (Foucault, Power/Knowledge).It would be fair to say
the same for any theoretical or analytical concept. With recognition of the significant contributions of theories that evoke resistant forces such as Anzaldua's
la mestiza consciousnesson the borderlands or Bhabha's cosmopolitan hybridityas
the third place of talking back to the master, cautions have been raised on the risk
of treating borderlands as a homogeneous space for all hybrid agents. Actual material effects would be overlooked and affliction romanticized if cultural blending and the empowerment of border crossing is the exclusive de facto
consequence (Ahmad; Chapin; Heyman; Kraidy, "Hybridity"; Salzinger; Vila,
"Conclusion"). To avoid this, Kuan-Hsing Chen calls for differentiating various
contexts of hybridizations to eschew the risk of making the ambivalent and
volatile strategic power one-dimensional (Trajectories1-53).
The similarly crisp division between the oppressed and oppressors ought not
to be assumed when engaging in research on the borderlands, for it runs the risk
of perpetuating forces that silence multiple voices (see Ong, "Cultural Citizenship"; Rouse). Research on borderlands often identifies "a subject who [as a hybridized agent] is clearly and undoubtedly 'resisting' to a structure of power that,
without contradictions, is always 'oppressing' "(Vila "Conclusion" 325). Such an
absolute division, according to Vila, "makes us lose sight of the much more complicated picture of the actual border, where people constantly move from positions of 'resistance' to positions of 'oppressed' "(325). Vila's argument reveals the
other side of "border crossing," which is "border enforcing" and directs researchers to avoid falling into the predispositions of any oppositional binary that
leads to reductionism. He explains how the positionalities of the residents of
Ciudad Juarez and El Paso are constructed through discourses around them and
simultaneously are feeding back to their own discourses (Crossing).For instance,
the metaphor "sister cities" for Ciudad Juarez and El Paso has been a hegemonic
discourse that manufactures the sense of realities for both "Juarenses and El Pasoans" (167). At the same time, this metaphor is sometimes being attacked and
at other times being reinforced pending on whether Juarenses and El Pasoans
are attempting to break away from each other for interests such as economic
gains. No categorical label or stand can contain a pure and stable position.
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Forms of oppressive ideologies that carry concrete substantial consequences
are practiced by all cultural groups. Henry Gates provides an example of Alexander Crummell who enacted the Manichean allegory and reproduced the hierarchical values that subjugated any minority discourse to that of the Western
humanist discursive practices. As a pioneering nineteenth-century pan-Africanist, Crummell marked the black vernacular as inferior to the civilized AngloSaxon languages based on its lacking of cultural and moral "ideas of Justice, Law,
Human Rights, and Governmental Order .... which regulate the lives of Christians" (qtd. in Henry Gates 78). He proposed for Africans to master the "civilized" language as the only way to prove themselves as also beings of the human
race. In Translated Woman: Crossing the Border with Esperanza's Story Behar interpreted the implications of patriarchy being left unchallenged by Esperanza
(un)consciously in her relationships with her da_ughter-in-law.A renowned anthropologist Kondo narrates various male-centered and class-based ideologies
many Japanese women workers repeatedly experienced. Kraidy, a global communication scholar, documented daily strategies that Lebanese metropolitan
teenagers adopted in their hybridization of the traditional and Euro-American
cultural practices (Hybridity, or the Logic). Critiques from postcolonial perspectives on interpretations from male and Eurocentric standpoints that sometimes
oppress different voices from the represented have been raised (Alcoff; Mohanty;
Supriya). The polemic critic Ahmad admonishes researchers to be vigilant of becoming the insidious complicit by equating cosmopolitan cultural hybridity to resistance against the powerful as a default (see also Mary John). Such critiques
demonstrate the incompleteness and ineluctable biases existing in any interpretation.
Without denying the possibilities of the politics of cultural hybrids and transcultural negotiation, the danger of co-optation when resistance is articulated
through empowering only a few demands caution. No ethnic or cultural group
can be treated as a homogeneous entity where oppression is absent. Critical anthropologists Ong and Nonini observe that "one should not assume that what
is diasporic, fluid, border-crossing, or hybrid is intrinsically subversive of power
structures" (326). Thus, in the de-territorialized era, how and why certain negotiation and culturing processes proceed during cultural groups' traveling and
dwelling between borders raises urgent challenges in mapping identity formations (Kraidy, Hybridity, or the Logic;Steyn). In addition, the selections of whose
traveling stories to tell bring yet another critical aspect to such volatile scholarship.
Research on lives of those other than the White American, Mexican Americans and/or Mexican cultural groups' experiences of living on the MexicoU.S. border benefits current analyses on border studies and cultural
communication. The trajectory of the Taiwanese and Chinese transmigrants
through interacting with this environment could add new knowledge to this
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bourgeoning research area. More specifically, tracing the ways in which members
of this community as new arrivals to the El Paso-Juarez borderlands are culturing and relocating to a complicated web of local and global relations contributes
to the deeper understanding of identity crafting and strategizing.

CHINESE IN THE UNITED STATES UNDER TRANSNATIONALISM
In such a "glocalized" condition, numerous groups emigrate and immigrate
to other geographic locations from their homeland voluntarily as business expatriates, students, or travelers (Bennett, Grossberg, and Morris 149). Others left
due to the unbearable political or economic forces such as migrant agricultural
workers, refugees, or exiles. The Chinese have been perceived as one of the classic examples of diaspora as a trade diaspora (Bennett et al.; Clifford, "Diasporas"; Cohen; Safran). ThroughGut history, numerous Chinese were forced to flee
their home at different historical moments due to desperate famines or wars.
Working in harsh conditions either as railroad workers in the mainland United
States or agricultural labors in Hawaiian plantations, many were able to return
at some point in time yet chose to stay in the host nation as many Jewish people
did in Russia after the establishment of the state of Israel (Clifford "Diasporas";
Safran). Pending on the policies of immigration, these groups started to bring
their kin to join them in the host nation such as Chinese and Taiwanese immigrants in the United States.
After the 1965 Act, which eliminated the 1924 quota system applied to Asian
immigrants, more skilled workers and professionals were allowed to immigrate to
the United States under a "preference system ... [which increased the] duality of
Chinese immigrants" (Chee 41). The Yearbook of Immigration Statistics suggests
that amongst the 2,354,089 persons who obtained U.S. permanent residency
from Asia between 2000 and 2006; 2. 7% came from Taiwan, 1.4% from Hong
Kong, and 17.7% from China. In the fiscal year of 2006, amongst the 574,897
nonimmigrant temporary workers admitted to the United States from Asia, more
than 70% were on the professional (e.g., HlB, 0) and investor (e.g., L, E) visas.
Within those admitted with nonimmigrant visas from Taiwan and China, including Hong Kong and Macau, more than half of whom were in professional,
specialty, technical, executive, or administrative/managerial jobs with the percentages being Taiwan (80.4%) and China (66.2%). They often form communities with those who are dispersed from their home countries to the United States.
Clifford proposes a more inclusive definition for diaspora that is "traveling
or hybridizing in new global conditions" in addition to those being exiled ("Diasporas" 306). While I agree with Clifford's call for inclusion, I deploy the term
trans nationalists or transnational groups in referring to the recent Taiwanese and
Chinese professionals and their family members who chose to move to the
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United States, more specifically the El Paso-Juarez borderland for bettering their
lives with mobility and various types of capital. This is not to exclude them from
being among the diasporic who are "travelling or hybridizing in the new global
conditions," nor to erase the alienation that many had experienced in the host
society. Further, the term "transnationalists" recognizes the frequent and active
connections they retain with their homeland via technologies such as the telephone, fax machine, and new media. My usage of the term is a conscious choice
to appreciate the complexity of diasporic experiences particularly in current global
conditions. 3 Unlike their ancestors who traveled with scarce options, most Taiwanese and Chinese as agents and travelers in the late twentieth century often
choose to do so with adequate amount of capital in pursuing their ideal lives.
Even though many of the Taiwanese and Chinese transnationalists relocated to
El Paso/Juarez under the pressure of their companies or the political tensions between China and Taiwan, very few were forced to leave their home nations under
extremely dire forces as many of the early Chinese immigrants. The large amount
of newcomers has attracted interests in understanding the ways they live within
the host society.

COMMUNICATIONSTUDIES ON CHINESENESS
To manage the anxiety and uncertainty that occurred during intercultural
interactions with the Chinese, cultural rules are generated. These protocols often
are based on nation-states mainly including China, Hong Kong, and Taiwan, as
the independent variable in examining the Chinese interactive behaviors and
communication styles. Moreover, in understanding "Chineseness," the construction of "East versus West" is often actualized where cross-cultural comparisons are conducted. Within this oppositional trope, Chineseness is a
homogeneous entity that is mutually exclusive from the "West" represented by
the "Americanness" on the other end of the spectrum construed as another coherent group. Such a practice produces reductive stereotypes on both groups and
overlooks how other Chinese-speaking communities such as in Singapore (77%
of the population is ethnic Chinese), Malaysia (32% is Chinese), or Indonesia
(5% is Chinese and they control 95% of the GNP) negotiate being Chinese
within each unique historical and geopolitical context (Chua; Gannon). It conflates and, therefore erases, other experiences co-existing within or beyond the nation-state. For instance, Confucianism is frequently treated as the fundamental
and transcendental cultural essence without the necessary specification in research on Chinese communication. As a result, other influences are neglected
(Lee et al.; Lu, "The Theory").
In addition to multifaceted strands of Chineseness in a given geographic location, the practice of valorizing nation-states as discreet variables in under-
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standing cultural salience presents yet another risk of essentialization. Such perception neglects the historical sediment of nation-building, which had been conducted by those with influential power. As arbitrarily constructed categories,
nation-states are far from being concretely contained (Ono, "From"; Ono and
Sloop; Wiley). Within these shifting and porous spaces called nation-states, myriads of identities are constantly negotiated and transformed by groups with different backgrounds in various contexts. Cultural anthropologists have traced the
fluidity and obstacles that transnational agents encounter in their relocation (see
Ang; Nonini; Siu). Siu's concept of "double citizenships" portrays ways in which
Chinese immigrants in central and south Americas deny the singularity of citizenship by birth. After traveling to the new environment, many of the transnational groups maintain politically and economically engaging in their former
communities. Such transnational ties on the one hand wither divisions guarded
by nation-states while underscoring numerous differences within a constructed
nation-state. Boundaries are constantly being renegotiated based on the sociopolitical, cultural, and economic forces at the particular time. The heterogeneous practices, values, and experiences within each national or cultural group
are accumulated and (re)articulated as lively organs for the utmost performance
(see Ang; Lowe). Critical communication scholars have called for more comprehensive contextualization in analyzing the complex processes of transnational
identity formations. All these differences and volatility suggest the inevitability to
examine the claimed authenticity of any cultural group, for there exists minute
nuances in how identities are (per)formed in the world that constantly reconfigures itself (V. Chen; Trinh, Women).Any fixed label based on the logic of mutual
exclusiveness is prone to ahistorical essentialization that denies multiplicity in
human conditions.
Under the pervasive usage of Confucianism as an open register for the Chinese identity, Ong and Nonini direct attention towards connecting these cultural values to power relations in a larger structure while examining identity
formations. Ong illustrates how Chineseness may be viewed as an articulation between Southeast Asian nation-state govemmentality and Confucian capitalism in
order to counter against a West led by the United States and Great Britain. She
provides a comment made at the overseas Chinese economy conference:
The big question is not Greater China, but [the fact] that there are Chinese people inside and outside China [in Southeast Asia and elsewhere]. Overseas Chinese have same
language and same ancestral strock (tongwentongzhu) as we do; they are like the marriedout daughter... who still has feelings... for home. They are the same kind of people (tongzhong)
... as mainlanders. (Flexible65, emphasis added)
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Ong unpacks how overseas Chinese, regardless of the various types of cultural, geographical, social, historical, and political locations, are discursively
lumped into the category of "married-out daughters" who are essentialized as the
same as the Chinese in Mainland China based on shared blood and sentimental ties. She critiques that such a category not only perniciously feminizes overseas Chinese but also neglects the particular histories belonging to different
groups who self-identify as Chinese. The rhetoric of building a glorifying, harmonious image of Chineseness that re-inscribes cultural essentialism on the
bloodstream does opaquely paint a Confucian family where attachment and loyalty lasts forever. Thus, by omitting the specificity and obscuring inequalities of
the locations various Chinese groups within and across a nation-state have (not)
experienced, Chineseness depicts in communication research may similarly run
the risk of perpetuating the masculine Chinese identity under the overarching values of Confucianism. There is an ever-growing pluralization of Chinese identities,
and people in mainland China, no less than other Chinese subjects-diasporic
or not-are finding their division by gender, sexuality, class, culture, aesthetics,
spatial and social location, politics, and nationality to be extremely meaningful
(Ong, Flexible24). Through contextualizing the processes of identity formations,
the stereotypical images of either the oriental "fresh off the boat" Chinese or the
well-to-do model minority are unavoidably challenged and the locations of "masculinist studies of globalization" are de-centered (12).

CULTURE IDENTITY AND ETHNIC SUPERIORITY
Eurocentricity and white supremacy have been interrogated by many historians and culture critics such as Fanon, hooks, Morrison, Gilroy, Said, and Spivak. Winant quotes Roediger, who was one of the first to use the word Whiteness
to illustrate that unmasking white privileges is imperative, for "it is that whiteness
is nothing but oppressive and false ... It is the empty and terrifying attempt to
build an identity based on what one isn't and on whom one can hold back" (qtd.
in Winant 10). Winant explains that whiteness is certainly "an over-determined
political and cultural identity nevertheless, having to do with socioeconomic status; religious affiliation; ideologies of individualism, opportunity, and citizenship; nationalism, and so forth" (11). Race theorist and feminist Frankenberg
describes that "whiteness refers to a set of locations that are historically, socially,
politically, and culturally produced and, moreover, are intrinsically linked to unfolding relations of domination" (6). Whiteness consists of various violent and
oppressive forces intermarrying with one another in perpetuating dominance
and hierarchy.
Interrogation of white privileges and its assumed normalcy has been
launched in communication studies during the 1990s from various perspectives
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such as social scientific interpretations, rhetorical criticism and performance studies, historical and cultural critiques (Bahk and Jandt; Lee, "One Whiteness";
Nakayama and Martin; Nakayama and Krizek; Martin, Krizek, Nakayama and
Bradford; Warren Performing).Being a construction produced by the powerful,
whiteness demands to be critically examined as a living organ that constantly
reinvents and reconstitutes itself in different shapes and forms to assert power.
Its discursive territory has been marked to underscore the omnipresence as an invisible center (Nakayama and Krizek). In his publications, Warren unpacks the
ways in which the power of being white is repetitively embodied and displayed in
classroom settings as students construct their understandings of self/Other ("The
Social Drama," Performing).Such a superior normalcy is fluid as Moon ("White
Enculturation") and Drzewiecka and Wong traced how Whiteness travels beyond
boundaries of class, gender, or nation-state to articulate with other forces in perpetuating dominance. These scholars map the precarious mechanism of
Whiteness in interconnecting with various power positionings during our mundane interactions and cultural practices.
Cultural critics have pointed out that racial oppression in the United States
has been framed in terms of a "Black versus White" issue (Flores and Moon;
Guinier and Torres; Ong, "Cultural"; Wu). During the nineteenth century, class
was racialized with the assistance of Whiteness and such a mechanism continued
being deployed on recent immigrants from the South and East of the globe.
Guinier and Torres describe how some non-white elites could be attracted to
"racial bribe," which they defined as:
a racial managementstrategythat invites specific racial or ethnic groups ro advance within
the existing black and white racial hierarchy by becoming "white." The strategy expands
the range of physical characteristics that can fall within the definition of "white," in
order to purse four goals: (1) to defuse the previously marginalized group's oppositional
agenda, (2) to offer incentives that discourage the group from affiliating with black people, (3) to secure position of"whiteness" appear more racially or ethnically diverse. (412,
emphasis added)

Through strategically including and excluding racialized/classed groups, the ideology of Whiteness remains intact in dividing and conquering cultural groups to
serve the dominant privileges.
Whiteness has affected both white and non-white groups as Frankenberg asserts, "to speak whiteness is ... to assign everyonea place in relations of racism" (p.
6, emphasis original). Ong illuminates ways in which recent Asian immigrants to
the United States, according to the dominant hierarchical evaluations on cultures within the white-black polarities, are placed as the desirable citizens or the
otherwise. For example, newcomers from Asia who practice Confucianism often
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are deemed as "whiter," and therefore more desirable and possible to be granted
citizenship of the United States ("Cultural").
The ideology of Whiteness is not a U.S.-owned property confined to the U.S.
soil. The construction of racial categories and its insidious interconnectedness to
assert superior ways of life and cultural groups are practiced elsewhere. Kapoor
illustrates the ways whiteness as a symbolic power travels across the international
arena in discourses of civilization, modernization, and progress. Ong critiques
that "Chinese antagonism toward 'barbarians' and 'foreign devils' has always
been based on an ideological sense of the constructed racial superiority and cultural exclusivity of the minzu (race/nation)" (Flexible56). There is a parallel between these ideologies, and both carry the symbolic and material power to divide
and conquer. Chineseness is perceived as an advanced identity to that of the
"barbarian" non-Chinese. Whiteness often connects to other repressive discourses to further its dominance in promoting hegemonic way of being as normalcy (e.g., individual working hard for monetary rewards). The ways in which
whiteness is perhaps implicated and practiced by newly arrived transnationalists
at the U.S.-Mexico border from Taiwan or China are to be further explored.
More specifically, analyses on how these dominant cultural ideologies are being
intermixed and displayed in their day-to-day culturing process on the border of
El Paso/Juarez would provide insights to unpack the insidious power in which repressive ideologies continuously (re)articulate with one another.
The purposes of the prior discussions are threefold. First, I presented how
culture is conceptualized in this research as volatile which manifests through traveling and dwelling between places. Thus, the centrality of spaces and places producing within unbalanced power relations is underlined. Second, I discussed
theoretical perspectives in understanding cultural identity formations in the era
of postcolonial condition with increasing transnationai practices. Last, Chinese
representation in research was briefly discussed in relation to other dominant
cultural practices such as white privileges. These perspectives guided my interpretations and interactions with the group of Taiwanese and Chinese transnationalists as we were culturing together in the El Paso/Juarez borderland. The
following chapter offers stories on two of the betwixt and between frontiers-the
Mexico- U.S. border and Taiwan being constantly (re)produced by peoples, policies, and armaments throughout history.

Notes

2

Please see, for example, Collier, Hegde, Lee, Nakayama, and Yep; Gonzalez, Houston, and
Chen; Lee et al.; Martin and Nakayama, lnterculturalCommunicationin Contexts;Ono, "Problematizing," "From"; Ono and Sloop.
For example, Trujillo encouraged ethnographers to engage in multiple perspectives to excavate
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polyvocal meanings in human experiences. Moon discussed various identities productions
through socializing interactions ("White"; "Interclass"). Gonzalez examined the rhetorical intervention of incorporating cultural values developdin a Mexican American radio station in
which two cultural groups (e.g., Mexican Americans and Anglos) were invited into participating. Scheibe! and Corey discerned the ways identities are managed and performed in public spaces such as an Irish pub for gays/lesbians and the entrance of a California club popular
to heterosexual members of college Greeks. Ethnographic studies by Lum (In Search; "Regionalism") and Lu, Xing ("Bicultural") each provided a window to see (or hear) how some Chinese diasporic subjects maintain and negotiated their cultural identities while adjusting to
their life in the United States through cultural activities such as karaoke or language lessons.
I thank Wenshu Lee for this insight.

